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SUPERLEAD

Uncomfortable Conversations with a Black Man
Emmanuel Acho
12th November
Racism is not a virus of the body; it is a virus of the mind, and unfortunately, it can be
lethal.
But you cannot fix a problem that you do not know you have. And if “ignorance is bliss”,
in this case, your bliss has caused bondage and pain for others. But there is a fix. We can
all access the life-saving medicine that will cure the world’s most ailing, long-lasting
pandemic. And in order to access it, we’re going to have to have some uncomfortable
conversations.
The goal of Uncomfortable Conversations with a Black Man is to help guide and have the
hard conversations about race that many white people are too afraid to have. But
enough is enough – the times are clearly changing, and more people are open to
removing the excuses and barriers for why we’ve never had these conversations. I want
this book to provide a safe and empowering space for curious white people to answer
the questions they’ve always had but have been too nervous to ask. Like, “How can I
have white privilege if I’m not wealthy?” ”, or “is racial profiling ok if black people tend to
commit more crimes”, or my personal favorite from a 19-year-old girl from rural Alabama
named Amy who asked, “if black people can say the ‘N’ word, why can’t I?” And many,
many more.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529064070
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: TBC
Price: R330,00

LOCAL

A Family Affair
Sue Nyathi
This novel is set in the 2000s in Bulawayo in Zimbabwe and follows the lives of the
Mafu family. Abraham and Phumla Mafu and their daughters Xoliswa, Yandisa and
Zandile are the characters in this family saga supported by all their extended family,
children, friends and acquaintances.

The novel moves between the past and present and the reader learns more of
Abraham and Phumla’s backstories, their childhoods, how they were raised, their
political beliefs and everything that makes up the fabric of the Mafu family.
The novel is vast in terms of its emotion and the range of issues it covers and vast in
its focus on life. Marriage, children, sex, religion, abuse, culture and tradition, death
are some of the themes that constantly intersect through the book. The inclusion of
all these elements means that readers will be able to relate on some level to their
own lives and the themes are truly universal. The book is narrated by the various
members of the family and so the reader experiences the book through that
character’s point of view.
The backdrop of the 2001 presidential elections is a point of placement for the novel
and the politics of Zimbabwe is a thread that runs throughout the book right the way
through to 2008. While not in any way political, the book is informed by the specific
time in the country
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781770106673
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: TBC
Price: R290,00

Closing the Gap

October release

The Fourth Industrial Revolution in Africa

Tshilidzi Marwala
Closing the Gap is an accessible overview of the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) and
the impact it is set to have on various sectors in South Africa and Africa. It explores
the previous industrial revolutions that have led up to this point and outlines South
Africa’s position been through each one.
With a focus on artificial intelligence as a core concept in understanding the 4IR, this
book uses familiar concepts to explain artificial intelligence, how it works and how it
can be used in banking, mining, medicine and many other fields.
Written from an African perspective, Closing the Gap addresses the challenges and
fears around the 4IR by pointing to the opportunities presented by new technologies
and outlining some of the challenges and successes to date.

•
•
•
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•

ISBN: 9781770107861
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: TBC
Price: R310,00

QUIVERTREE

tasha’s inspired
A Celebration of Food & Art

Natasha Sideris
A collection of classic recipes from cuisines around the world, beautifully illustrated with
over 80 pieces of original art and stunning photography. Each of the seven chapters in
the book recreates a place that has had a lasting impact on Natasha: the New York deli,
the Spanish tapas bar, the Parisian bistro, the Greek taverna, the Levant kitchen, the
English country home and the classic international café.

This book is more than just a collection of recipes from around the world. tashas inspired
is designed to evoke emotion and memory, and to inspire you to create these sensory
adventures and experiences in your own home.
• tashas' first book Cafe Classics sold over 15 000 copies
• tashas has 17 stores across SA and four in the UAE.
• Since 2005, tashas has become a household name, with excellent brand recognition
and a loyal following.
• Natasha Sideris, founder of tashas and author of the books, will be available for book
signings in key markets.
• Each of the seven chapters will have an accompanying Spotify music playlist to create
the mood whilst cooking and entertaining.
• Illustrated with over 80 pieces of original art and stunning photography
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781928429234
Format: Hardback
Genre: Cookery
Extent: 336
Price: R1200,00

HARDBACK
FICTION

Hidden in Plain Sight
Jeffrey Archer
Hidden in Plain Sight is the second brilliant and captivating novel featuring William
Warwick by the master storyteller and bestselling author of the Clifton Chronicles,
Jeffrey Archer.
Newly promoted, Detective Sergeant William Warwick has been reassigned to
the drugs squad. His first case: to investigate a notorious south London drug
lord known as the Viper.
But as William and his team close the net around a criminal network unlike any
they have ever encountered, he is also faced with an old enemy, Miles Faulkner.
It will take all of William’s cunning to devise a means to bring both men to
justice; a trap neither will expect, one that is hidden in plain sight…

Filled with Jeffrey Archer’s trademark twists and turns, Hidden in Plain Sight is the
gripping next instalment in the life of William Warwick. It follows on from Nothing
Ventured, but can be read as a standalone story.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509851331
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 304
Price: R330,00

Daylight
David Baldacci

The gripping third title in the FBI special agent Atlee Pine series. Atlee joins forces with old
friend and military investigator, John Puller, in her search for the truth about her sister.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509874583
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 416
Price: R330,00

Eli’s Promise
Ronald H. Balson

October release

Eli's Promise is a masterful work of historical fiction spanning three eras—Nazi occupied
Poland, the American Zone of post-war Germany, and Chicago at the height of the Vietnam
War. Award-winning author Ronald H. Balson explores the human cost of war, the mixed
blessings of survival, and the enduring strength of family bonds.
1939: Eli Rosen lives with his wife Esther and their young son in the Polish town of Lublin,
where his family owns a construction company. As a consequence of the Nazi occupation,
Eli’s company is Aryanized, appropriated and transferred to Maximilian Poleski—an
unprincipled profiteer who peddles favors to Lublin’s subjugated residents. An uneasy
alliance is formed; Poleski will keep the Rosen family safe if Eli will manage the business.
Will Poleski honor his promise or will their relationship end in betrayal and tragedy?
1946: Eli resides with his son in a displaced persons camp in Allied-occupied Germany
hoping for a visa to America. His wife has been missing since the war. One man is sneaking
around the camps selling illegal visas; might he know what has happened to her?

1965: Eli rents a room in Albany Park, Chicago. He is on a mission. With patience, cunning,
and relentless focus, he navigates unfamiliar streets and dangerous political backrooms,
searching for the truth. Powerful and emotional, Ronald H. Balson's Eli's Promise is a rich,
rewarding novel of World War II and a husband’s quest for justice.
•
•
•
•
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ISBN: 9781250276643
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 352
Price: R320,00

Girl from Berlin
Ronald H. Balson

Reissue

An old friend calls Catherine Lockhart and Liam Taggart to his famous Italian
restaurant to enlist their help. His aunt is being evicted from her home in the
Tuscan hills by a powerful corporation claiming they own the deeds, even though
she can produce her own set of deeds to her land. Catherine and Liam’s only clue
is a bound handwritten manuscript, entirely in German, and hidden in its pages is a
story long-forgotten…
Ada Baumgarten was born in Berlin in 1918, at the end of the war. The daughter of
an accomplished first-chair violinist in the prestigious Berlin Philharmonic, and
herself a violin prodigy, Ada’s life was full of the rich culture of Berlin’s interwar
society. She formed a deep attachment to her childhood friend Kurt, but they
were torn apart by the growing unrest as her Jewish family came under suspicion.
As the tides of history turned, it was her extraordinary talent that would carry her
through an unraveling society turned to war, and make her a target even as it
saved her, allowing her to move to Bologna—though Italy was not the haven her
family had hoped, and further heartache awaited.
What became of Ada? How is she connected to the conflicting land deeds of a
small Italian villa? As they dig through the layers of lies, corruption, and human
evil, Catherine and Liam uncover an unfinished story of heart, redemption, and
hope—the ending of which is yet to be written.
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781250195258
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 384
Price: R310,00

I Follow You
Peter James
From the number one bestselling author, Peter James, comes I Follow You, a
nerve-shredding standalone thriller.
To the outside world, suave, charming and confident doctor Marcus Valentine has
it all. A loving wife, three kids, a great job. But there’s something missing, there
always has been…or rather, someone…

Driving to work one morning, his mind elsewhere and not on the road, he
almost mows down a female jogger on a crossing. As she runs on, Marcus is
transfixed. Infatuated. She is the spitting image of a girl he was crazy about in his
teens. A girl he has never been able to get out of his mind.
Lynette had dumped him harshly. For years he has fantasized about seeing her
again and rekindling their flame. Might that jogger possibly be her all these years
later? Could this be the most incredible coincidence?
Despite all his attempts to resist, he is consumed by cravings for this woman. And
when events take a tragically unexpected turn, his obsession threatens to destroy
both their worlds. But still he won’t stop. Can’t stop.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509816286
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 400
Price: R330,00

The Secret Life of Mr. Roos
Håkan Nesser
The Secret Life of Mr Roos is the third Inspector Barbarotti novel from the 'Godfather
of Swedish crime' (Metro), Häkan Nesser.
At fifty-nine years old, Valdemar Roos is tired of life. Working a job he hates, with a
wife he barely talks to and two step-daughters he doesn't get on with, he doesn't have
a lot to look forward to. Then, one day, a winning lottery ticket gives him an
opportunity to start afresh. Without telling a soul, he quits his job and buys a hut in
the remote Swedish countryside. Every day he travels down to this man-made oasis,
returning each evening to his unsuspecting wife. Life couldn't be better, until a young
woman arrives in paradise …
Anna Gambowska is a twenty-one-year-old recovering drug addict. On the run from
the rehab centre she hated and an abusive relationship she can't go back to, all Anna's
prayers are answered when she comes across a seemingly vacant hut in the Swedish
woodland. But it's not long before Anna's ex discovers her location, and an incident
occurs that will mar the lives of both Anna and Valdemar forever. Inspector Barbarotti
doesn't take much interest when a woman reports her husband as missing. That is,
until a dead body is found near the missing man’s newly-bought hut, and Mr Roos
becomes the number one murder suspect. The Secret Life of Mr Roos is the third novel
in Håkan Nesser’s Inspector Barbarotti quintet.
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509892242
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 512
Price: R330,00

The Sicilian Method
Andrea Camilleri
In The Sicilian Method, Andrea Camilleri's twenty-sixth novel in the Inspector
Montalbano mystery series, Montalbano finds his answers to a murder in a
theatrical play.
Mimi Augello is visiting his lover when the woman's husband unexpectedly returns
to the apartment. Hurriedly, he climbs out the window and into the downstairs
apartment, but from one danger to another. In the dark he sees a body lying on the
bed.
Shortly afterwards another body is found and the victim is Carmelo Catalanotti,
a director of bourgeois dramas with a harsh reputation for the acting method he
developed for his actors: digging into their complexes to unleash their talent, a
traumatic experience for all. Are the two deaths connected? Catalanotti
scrupulously kept notes and comments on all the actors he worked with as well as
strange notebooks full of figures, dates and names…
Inspector Montalbano finds all of Catalanotti's dossiers and plays, the notes on the
characters and the notes on his final drama, Dangerous Turn. It is in the theatre
where he feels the solution lies.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529035612
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 288
Price: R330,00

PAPERBACK
FICTION

Walk the Wire
David Baldacci
A town with a secret.
A lone hunter discovers the remains of a woman in North Dakota’s Badlands.
She appears to have had a post-mortem performed on her reminiscent of those
only seen on TV shows – but this time, there was no slab, morgue or camera in
sight.
A victim without a past.
The reason why Irene Cramer’s death merits an FBI investigation becomes rapidly
clear when key questions surface about her mysterious past. Little is known about
this school teacher, where she came from or her true identity. She clearly had
something to hide.
A hero with a unique skill.
FBI investigator, Amos Decker and his colleague, Alex Jamison, are summoned to
seek answers in the local community of London, North Dakota, which sits at the
very heart of the fracking industry. Enriched with oil money, jealousy and a deepset rivalry lie beneath a veneer of glitz and opulence.
Decker soon realizes that the nearby ‘eye in the sky’, the Air Force Station, may hold
the vital clues and that this town holds secrets so explosive that they could
destabilize the entire country…
• ISBN: 9781509874545
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 624
• Price: R220,00

Spy
Danielle Steel
A young woman is caught up in a dangerous double life on behalf of her country
during World War Two in Spy, by the world's favourite storyteller Danielle Steel.
At eighteen, Alexandra Wickham is presented to King George V and Queen Mary. She
is a stunning beauty who seems destined for a privileged life. But fate, a world war
and her own quietly rebellious nature lead her down a different
path.
By 1939, Britain is at war. From her home in idyllic Hampshire Alex makes her
way to London as a nursing volunteer. But her fluency in French and German
draws the attention of another, more secret, branch of the service. Within a year,
Alex is immersed in a new world, shocking her family in trousers and bright red
lipstick. But she is forbidden to tell anyone about her work, not even the pilot she
falls in love with. While her country and those dearest to her pay the terrible price of
war, Alex learns the art of espionage, leading to life-and-death missions and a long
career in exotic places and historic times.
Spy follows Alex’s extraordinary adventures during the war, and afterwards all
over the world, when her husband, Richard, enters the foreign service. She lives
life on the edge, with a secret she must always keep hidden.
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509877898
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 352
Price: R180,00

Mum & Dad
Joanna Trollope
It’s been twenty-five years since Gus and Monica left England to start a new life
in Spain, building a vineyard and wine business from the ground up. However,
when Gus suffers a stroke and their idyllic Mediterranean life is thrown into
upheaval, it’s left to their three grown-up children in London to step in…Sebastian is
busy running his company with his wife, Anna, who’s never quite seen eye-to-eye
with her mother-in-law.
Katie, a successful solicitor in the City, is distracted by the problems with her
long-term partner, Nic, and the secretive lives of their three daughters. And Jake,
ever the easy-going optimist, is determined to convince his new wife, Bella, that
moving to Spain with their eighteen-month-old would be a good idea.

As the children descend on the vineyard, it becomes clear that each has their
own idea of how best to handle their mum and dad, as well as the family business.
But as long-simmering resentments rise to the surface and tensions reach breaking
point, can the family ties prove strong enough to keep them together?

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529003406
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 336
Price: R220.00

A Time of Courage
John Gwynne
John Gwynne’s epic fantasy trilogy reaches an explosive conclusion in this final
volume. Thousands of years of enmity will be put to the test, as angels and demons
clash in the ultimate fight for the Banished Lands.
The King of the Otherworld is finally free. Armed with fearsome new starstone
weapons, Asroth prepares to lead his demonic war-host south. And with the help of
his bride, Fritha, he plans to crush the warrior-angels and their allies for good.
In the shadows of Forn Forest, Riv and the surviving Ben-Elim hold a war council –
desperate to unite those who would stand against Asroth and his army. They decide
to fly west, to join the Order of the Bright Star. But Drem and the Order are already
under siege by a demon horde and their fragile defences may soon shatter.
Across the Banished Lands, armies are gathering to settle ancient grudges and decide
the fate of humanity. Drem, Riv and the Bright Star’s warriors will need to call on all
their courage as they face the final battle. But will it be enough, as their darkest hour
draws near?

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509813018
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 672
Price: R230,00

A Glove Shop in Vienna and Other Winter
Stories
Eva Ibbotson
Curl up with a collection of romantic short stories taking you from nineteenthcentury Vienna, over the wild moors of Northumberland to the snowy streets of prerevolutionary St Petersberg.
A collection of eighteen romantic short stories from the award-winning and muchloved Eva Ibbotson, A Glove Shop in Vienna will show you the great passions and
astute observations of everyday life. Join Great-Uncle Max, torn between his grand
and secret love for Susie, the enchanting glove shop assistant, and the devotion of his
opera-singing wife. Meet Miss Bennett, drama mistress at the fading Markham Street
Primary School, whose search for a baby Jesus for the nativity play yields unexpected
and miraculous results. And agonise with Kira, a dancer in Russia's Imperial Ballet
school, thrown out onto the streets of St. Petersburg, and found by Edwin, a lonely
dreamer.
A chocolate-box collection of deliciously romantic, atmospheric and witty stories
to lose yourself in this Christmas.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529023039
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 256
Price: R220,00

The Girl Who Reads on the Métro
Christine Féret-Fleury
For fans of The Little Paris Bookshop and The Elegance of the Hedgehog, The Girl Who
Reads on the Métro is the French phenomenon by Christine Féret-Fleury ready to
charm book-lovers everywhere…
When Juliette takes the métro to her loathed office job each morning, her only
escape is in books – she avidly reads on her journey and imagines what her fellow
commuters’ choices might say about them.
Then she meets Soliman – the mysterious owner of the most enchanting bookshop
Juliette has ever seen – and things will never be the same again. For Soliman believes
in the power of books to change the course of a life, and he’s about to change
Juliette’s forever…

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509868353
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 208
Price: R220,00

HARDBACK
NON-FICTION

Meaning of Mariah Carey
Mariah Carey
It took me a lifetime to have the courage and the clarity to write my memoir. I
want to tell the story of the moments - the ups and downs, the triumphs and
traumas, the debacles and the dreams, that contributed to the person I am
today. Though there have been countless stories about me throughout my
career and very public personal life, it’s been impossible to communicate the
complexities and depths of my experience in any single magazine article or a
ten-minute television interview. And even then, my words were filtered through
someone else’s lens, largely satisfying someone else’s assignment to define me.

This book is composed of my memories, my mishaps, my struggles, my survival
and my songs. Unfiltered. I went deep into my childhood and gave the scared
little girl inside of me a big voice. I let the abandoned and ambitious adolescent
have her say, and the betrayed and triumphant woman I became tell her side.
Writing this memoir was incredibly hard, humbling and healing. My sincere hope
is that you are moved to a new understanding, not only about me, but also
about the resilience of the human spirit.
Love,
Mariah
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529038965
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 400
Price: R330,00

Expect a Miracle
Danielle Steel
'The right words can bring you back to reality or make you dream, can
comfort you when you're in despair or make you laugh out loud. The
right words can open your mind or give you hope’.
Danielle Steel is the author of over 170 novels and has sold more than 800
million copies of her books across the world. She is one of our best-loved
writers today.
As a young girl, Danielle began collecting quotations that had special meaning
to her - a habit that has stayed with her over the years. In Expect a Miracle,
Danielle has compiled some of her favourite quotations, proverbs and sayings
to live and love by. These are words to comfort you, to move you, to inspire
you, and to make you laugh.
With a heartfelt introduction from Danielle, Expect a Miracle is the perfect
road map to life, with grace, courage and humour. Whether you’ve read her
books or not, this is a book filled with wisdom for everyone.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529041132
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 144
Price: R230,00

The Psychology of Stupid
Jean-François Marmion
At last, stupidity explained! And by some of the world’s smartest people, among them
Daniel Kahneman, Dan Ariely, Alison Gopnik, Howard Gardner, Antonio Damasio,
Aaron James and Ryan Holiday.
Stupidity is all around us, from the colleagues who won’t stop hitting ‘reply all’ to the
former school friends posting conspiracy theories on Facebook. But in order to battle
idiocy, we must first understand it. In The Psychology of Stupidity, some of the world’s
leading psychologists and thinkers – including a Nobel Prize winner – will show you…

•
•
•
•
•

Why smart people sometimes believe in utter nonsense
How our lazy brains cause us to make the wrong decisions
Why trying to debate with fools is a trap
How media manipulation and Internet overstimulation makes us dumber
Why the stupidest people don’t think they’re stupid

As long as there have been humans there has been human stupidity, but with wit and
wisdom these great thinkers can help us understand this persistent human affliction.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529053838
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 384
Price: R299,00

Human
Brandon Stanton
Brandon Stanton’s Humans is a book that connects readers as global citizens at a time
when erecting more borders is the order of the day. It shows us the entire world, one story
at a time…
Brandon Stanton’s Humans – his most moving and compelling book to date – shows us the
world. After five years of traveling the globe, the creator of Humans of New York brings
people from all parts of the world into a conversation with readers. He ignores borders,
chronicles lives and shows us the faces of the world as he saw them. His travels took him
from London, Paris and Rome to Iraq, Dubai, Ukraine, Pakistan, Jordan, Uganda, Vietnam,
Israel and every other place in between. His interviews go deeper than before. His
chronicling of peoples’ lives shows the experience of a writer who has traveled widely and
thought deeply about the state of our world.

Including hundreds of photos and stories of the people he met and talked with in over
forty countries, Humans is classic Brandon Stanton – a fully color illustrated book that
includes many photos and stories never seen before. For the first time for a HONY title,
Humans will contain several of the essays Brandon’s posted online which have been read,
loved and enthusiastically shared by his followers.
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509851744
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 448
Price: R550,00

Great Family Days In
Claire Balkind
Wet weekend? Home for half-term? Great Family Days In has got you covered with 75
tried and tested activities that make the most of spending quality time together.
From Achievable Art and Whizzy Easy Science to Screen-Free Game Time, chapters are
organised to help you easily find inspiration for activities that will fill your day with fun.
Whether you’re creating your very own melted-crayon masterpiece or blizzard bottle, or
conducting your first FamFest or mini Olympics, Great Family Days In is a one-stop shop for
ideas, showing that you don’t need fancy plans or money to keep your family entertained
at home. These beautifully illustrated activities do not require any specific skills or hard to
get resources. From thirty-minute time-fillers to ideas to last the whole afternoon,
activities can easily be adapted to suit any age, interest or timescale, making it easy to
enjoy and relax into the process of creating and building memories together, whatever the
outcome.
Claire Balkind, founder of the hugely popular Family Lockdown Tips & Ideas Facebook
page, shares fuss-free games, crafts, challenges and more that will keep children and
adults of all ages entertained.

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529055528
Format: Trade Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 224
Price: R220,00

PAPERBACK
NON-FICTION

Me
Elton John Official Autobiography

Elton John
Christened Reginald Dwight, he was a shy boy with Buddy Holly glasses who
grew up in the London suburb of Pinner and dreamed of becoming a pop star.
By the age of twenty-three, he was performing his first gig in America, facing an
astonished audience in his bright yellow dungarees, a star-spangled T-shirt and
boots with wings. Elton John had arrived and the music world would never be
the same again.
His life has been full of drama, from the early rejection of his work with songwriting
partner Bernie Taupin to spinning out of control as a chart-topping superstar; from
half-heartedly trying to drown himself in his LA swimming pool to disco-dancing
with the Queen; from friendships with John Lennon, Freddie Mercury and George
Michael to setting up his AIDS Foundation. All the while, Elton was hiding a drug
addiction that would grip him for over a decade.
In Me Elton also writes powerfully about getting clean and changing his life, about
finding love with David Furnish and becoming a father. In a voice that is warm,
humble and open, this is Elton on his music and his relationships, his passions and
his mistakes. This is a story that will stay with you, by a living legend.
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509853342
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 416
Price: R230,00

A Nurse’s Story
My Life in A&E in the Covid Crisis

Louise Curtis with Sarah Johnson
Moving, honest and inspiring – this is a nurse’s story of life in a busy Accident and
Emergency (A&E) department during the Covid-19 crisis.
Working in A&E is a challenging job but nurse Louise Curtis loves it. She was
newly qualified as an advanced clinical practitioner, responsible for life or death
decisions about the patients she saw, when the unthinkable happened and the
country was hit by the Covid-19 pandemic. The stress on the NHS was huge and
for the first time in her life, the job was going to take a toll on Louise herself.
In A Nurse’s Story she describes what happened next, as the trickle of Covid
patients became a flood. And just as tragically, staff in A&E were faced with the
effects of lockdown on society. They worried about their regulars, now missing,
and saw an increase in domestic abuse victims and suicide attempts as loneliness
hit people hard. By turns heartbreaking and heartwarming, this book shines a light
on the compassion and dedication of hospital staff during such dark times

•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781529058932
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 320
Price: R220,00

PICADOR
NON-FICTION

Daily Rituals Women at Work
How Great Women Make Time, Find Inspiration, and Get to Work

Mason Currey
The much-anticipated follow-up to the acclaimed and resoundingly fascinating Daily
Rituals.
Filled with the innovative, inspiring and wonderfully prolific accounts of some of
the world's best female creators, Daily Rituals Women at Work is the powerful
and championing sequel to Mason Currey's first book, Daily Rituals. Barbara Hepworth
sculpted outdoors and Janet Frame wore earmuffs as she worked to block out noise.
Kate Chopin wrote with her six children ‘swarming around her’ whereas the artist Rosa
Bonheur filled her bedroom with the sixty birds that inspired her work. Louisa May
Alcott wrote so vigorously – skipping sleep and meals – that she had to learn to write
with her left hand to give her cramped right hand a break.
Filled with details of the large and small choices these women made, Daily Rituals
Women at Work is about the day-to-day lives of some of the world’s most
extraordinary creative minds who, whether Virginia Woolf, Charlotte Brontë, Nina
Simone or Jane Campion, found the time and got to work.
•
•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781509852857
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 288
Price: R250,00

Pandora’s Jar
Women in the Greek Myths

Natalie Haynes
The Greek myths are among the world's most important cultural building blocks and
they have been retold many times, but rarely do they focus on the remarkable women
at the heart of these ancient stories.
Stories of gods and monsters are the mainstay of epic poetry and Greek tragedy, from
Homer to Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, from the Trojan War to Jason and the
Argonauts. And still, today, a wealth of novels, plays and films draw their inspiration
from stories first told almost three thousand years ago. But modern tellers of Greek
myth have usually been men, and have routinely shown little interest in telling
women’s stories. And when they do, those women are often painted as monstrous,
vengeful or just plain evil. But Pandora – the first woman, who according to legend
unloosed chaos upon the world – was not a villain, and even Medea and Phaedra have
more nuanced stories than generations of retellings might indicate.
Now, in Pandora’s Jar, Natalie Haynes – broadcaster, writer and passionate classicist –
redresses this imbalance. Taking Pandora and her jar (the box came later) as the
starting point, she puts the women of the Greek myths on equal footing with the
menfolk. After millennia of stories telling of gods and men, be they Zeus or
Agamemnon, Paris or Odysseus, Oedipus or Jason, the voices that sing from these
pages are those of Hera, Athena and Artemis, and of Clytemnestra, Jocasta, Eurydice
and Penelope.
•
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Candide, or The Optimist
Voltaire
Candide, or the Optimist is Voltaire’s hilarious and deeply scathing satire on the
Age of Enlightenment.

Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound,
pocket-sized classics with gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful
books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover. This edition features an
introduction by Dr Marine Ganofsky.
Young nobleman Candide lives a sheltered and comfortable life under the
tutorship of the ridiculous Dr Pangloss who espouses the prevailing 18thcentury
philosophy of Optimism. Following an indiscretion, Candide is cast out
into the world which according to Pangloss is ‘the best of all possible worlds’.
But this is not so, Candide and his companions encounter nothing but ludicrous
calamities in their madcap travels around the world – war crimes, earthquakes,
inquisitions and chain gangs – all based with horrible closeness on real events
of the 18th century.
Voltaire’s searing critique of church, state and human nature was a bestseller
from the moment it was published.
•
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Siddhartha
Hermann Hesse
Told in a simple mythical style, the story of Siddhartha is an inspirational classic
by Hermann Hesse, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature.
Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound,
pocket-sized classics with gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful
books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover. This edition is translated
from German by Hilda Rosner with an introduction by John Peacock.
Siddhartha, the son of a wealthy Brahmin, is unable to find peace within his own
religion and community so sets off on his travels through India in search of
enlightenment. First he spends time with a group of ascetics called Samanas.
For a while he embraces their doctrine and rejects all worldly goods. When he
hears about a man called Gotama the Buddha he leaves the Samanas. However
Buddhist teaching disappoints him and he realizes that self-discovery must
come from his own experiences. He rejects the spiritual life, takes a lover and
becomes a rich merchant. But after some years, dissatisfied with materialism,
he takes off again in search of the spiritual peace he longs for.

•
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The Little Prince
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
‘The most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or touched, they are felt
with the heart.’
A special edition of The Little Prince from the Macmillan Collector's Library series.
Larger than usual, this gorgeous hardback is bound in real cloth and encased in a
bespoke slipcase. It features a specially commissioned translation by Ros and Chloe
Schwarz, as well as the charming original illustrations by Saint-Exupéry himself in
colour.
After crash-landing in the Sahara Desert, a pilot encounters a little prince who is
visiting Earth from his own planet. Their strange and moving meeting illuminates
for the aviator many of life's universal truths, as he comes to learn what it
means to be human from a child who is not. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s delightful
The Little Prince has been translated into over 180 languages and sold over 80
million copies.
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The Trial
Franz Kafka
Through tight dialogue and absurd settings Franz Kafka creates a maze-like
prose to mimic the bureaucracy of early twentieth-century Germany, trapping
his protagonist in an unlawful conviction that alters the path of his life.
Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound,
pocket-sized classics with gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful
books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover. This edition is translated
from German by Douglas Scott and Chris Waller, and features an afterword by
David Stuart Davies.
On the morning of his thirtieth birthday, a young bank official named Joseph K
is arrested although he has done nothing wrong and is never told what he’s
been charged with. The Trial is the chronicle of his fight to prove his innocence,
of his struggles and encounters with the invisible Law and the untouchable
Court where he must make regular visits. It is an account, ultimately, of state
induced self-destruction presenting in a nightmarish scenario the persecution of
the outsider and the incomprehensible machinations of the state. Using the
power of simple, straightforward language Kafka draws the reader into this
bleak and frightening world so that we too experience the fears, uncertainties
and tragedy of Joseph K.
•
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REISSUES

The Departure
Neal Asher
In a world devoid of hope, is revenge the only way out?
The Argus Space Station looks down on a nightmarish Earth. And from here,
the Committee enforces its despotic rule. It governs a corrupt world, where the
poor are starving – and are policed by mechanized overseers wielding identity
reader guns. There are also too many people and too few resources, so the
Committee has decided twelve billion people must die. So they prepare to
unleash the full power of their Station’s weaponry to make this happen.
Alan Saul wakes to this world, confined in a crate bound for a Calais incinerator.
He doesn’t know why he’s there; he only remembers pain and his tormentor’s
face. And he has company: Janus, a rogue intelligence, who is inhabiting
forbidden hardware in his skull. As Janus shows his host a damaged Earth, Saul
resolves to discover who he was – and kill his interrogator. Next he will take on
the Committee and topple their debased regime.
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Zero Point
Neal Asher

It was a quest for vengeance; now it’s full-blown rebellion Earth’s Zero Asset
citizens no longer face extermination from orbit. Thanks to Alan Saul, the
Committee’s network of control is a smoking ruin. Its robotic enforcers also lie
dormant. But power abhors a vacuum, and the Committee’s Serene Galahad
seizes command.
On Mars, Var Delex is fighting to save the Antares Base. She must also crush
the first signs of its own rebellion, while the Argus Space Station speeds
towards the red planet. Var knows that whoever trashed Earth is still aboard.
And aboard Argus Station, Alan Saul’s mind has expanded into its computer
network. There, he learns of the Humanoid Unit Development and its ghastly
experiments; the possibility of eternal life; and of a madman who may hold
the keys to interstellar flight. But Earth’s agents are close, and the killing will
soon
begin.
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Jupiter War
Neal Asher

In the cold reaches of space, are they sowing the seeds of battle?
Alan Saul is now part human and part machine, and our solar system isn't big enough
to hold him. He craves the stars, but can't leave yet. His sister Var is trapped on Mars,
on the wrong side of a rebellion. And Saul's human side won’t let her die. He must
leave Argus Station to stage a dangerous rescue – but mutiny is brewing on board.

Serene Galahad is the earth’s latest dictator, with its full powers at her disposal
– and she’ll do anything to prevent Saul from escaping her grasp. So she musters new
warships, ready to unleash a terrifying display of interstellar violence. The previous
ship sent to end Saul failed, and is now limping back to earth. One survivor is Clay
Ruger, who is holding to ransom humanity’s greatest asset – seeds to rebuild a dying
Earth. He’ll give them up if Galahad gives up her life. But will Galahad pay the price, to
ensure humanity’s future?
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The Korean War
An Epic Conflict 1950-1953

Max Hastings

On 25 June 1950 the invasion of South Korea by the Communist North launched one
of the bloodiest conflicts of the last century. The seemingly limitless power of the
Chinese-backed North was thrown against the ferocious firepower of the UN-backed
South in a war that can be seen today as the stark prelude to Vietnam.
Max Hastings drew on first-hand accounts of those who fought on both sides to
produce this vivid and incisive reassessment of the Korean War, bringing the military
and human dimensions into sharp focus. Critically acclaimed on publication, with a
brand new introduction, The Korean War remains the best narrative history of this
conflict.
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